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THE CHUGACH GEM & MINERAL SOCIETY, INC. maintains memberships
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF MINERALOGICAL SOCIETIES
NORTHWEST FEDERATION OF MINERALOGICAL SOCIETIES

in:

**********************************************
THE CHUGACH GEM & MINERAL SOCIETY MEETINGS ARE HELD AT
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
725 WEST 9TH AVE., ANCHORAGE, AK

(Enter the church from the rear parking lot.)
BUSINESS MEETING – 7:30 PM
POTLUCK MEETING – 6:30 PM

— 2nd Thursday of each month.
— 4th Thursday of each month.
Bring a hot dish, salad, or dessert (plus serving utensil) to serve at least 5 people.
Also bring your own plate, silverware and drink. But most importantly, bring a rock to show!
*****************************************************************************
Annual membership fees: Individuals - $15.00; Families (2 or more) - $20.00; Bulletin only - $10.00
Lifetime membership fees: Individuals - $150.00; Families (2 adults & children under 18) - $200.00
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P re sid e n t’s M e ssa g e

Greetings, Rockhounds!
I'm back in the saddle again. It's been more than a decade since the last time I was president,
which has allowed me to forget the hassles of the position! Seriously, though, I appreciate the
vote of confidence and will strive to maintain the standards of excellence that Anita has
established over the past three years.
The Field Trip Committee has again come up with choice goodies for this year (with room for
additional trips should anyone wish to lead them). The big event - the Utah trip - promises to be
the highlight. The best part of these trips for many of us is the camaraderie. It's hard to beat
Andre's BBQ ribs around a campfire, or swapping stories while watching the sun set across Cook
Inlet. Sign-up lists should be available at each meeting.
Winter is a time to unpack last season's specimens and prepare for the next. It is also a time
for "Mini-trips". We've got a few things moving to the fore, including home-collection tours.
We're looking for a few folks who'd like to present their collections, followed by coffee,
cookies and conversation. Numbers will be limited, and the time slots will be respected. That
way if you need to run an errand and can fit 8 folks there 9 a.m. 'till noon, that's fine.
Flexibility will be key. Contact me for more information (gfdurocher@usgs.gov).
I'm looking forward to seeing your smiling faces at the next meeting. Until then, Rock On!
Greg Durocher
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Chugach Gem & Mineral Society
The cost for the Golden Zone trip was to be $120,
and the money would need to be collected two to
three weeks prior to the trip. Dorothy Arnold was
the person to see for trip details.

January Business Meeting Minutes
President Greg Durocher called the January 11,
2007 business meeting of the Chugach Gem &
Mineral Society to order at 7:30 PM.

Andre said that his schedule had changed and
would permit him to lead the Boulder Creek trip.

22 members were in attendance, and there were no
guests.

The location for the annual picnic potluck was
discussed, but no definite conclusions were
reached.

OFFICER and COMMITTEE REPORTS
Recording Secretary – Chris Teutsch said that the
minutes of the previous business meeting were not
available to be read.

The Wishbone Hill trip was planned for August 25th,
but potential problems with access to the area
would require remaining flexible about the date.

Treasurer – Linda Ewers was absent; the only
figure available was a year-end balance of
$48,314.72.

Greg gave a reason why the club was only planning
one official trip Outside. Since these sorts of trips
would be lengthy and expensive, planning several
of them would fragment participation to the point
that the minimum number of participants would not
likely be met.

Membership – Bea Allen was absent and former
membership chair, Jean Kane, was collecting and
processing applications and annual dues.

OLD BUSINESS

Corresponding Secretary -- Nancy Danford read a
thank-you letter dated December 17th, 2006, from
Rachel E. Westbrook, last year’s recipient of the
club’s Scholarship Award. Rachel was very
appreciative of the award, and planned to use it for
this year’s school expenses.

Andre discussed the upcoming Anchorage School
District Science Fair open to grades K - 12. There
would be three prizes. We would need the names
of the participants. We would also need a team of
judges, but this could be figured out in detail at the
February business meeting.

Fieldtrips – Bonnie Hepburn distributed a draft of
upcoming field trips and other events.

Fur Rondy: The club would not officially participate
this year. However, Mary Wester had participated
in this event in the past with her business, and
planned to participate this year.

A new activity being planned involved interested
club members visiting one another’s mineral and
fossil collections. (This would be a great way not
only to show off your prize collection, but also to get
good tips on how to organize and display your
home exhibit.)

Greg brought out a couple of bags of older,
donated Rondy pins and buttons. They were dated
from 1978 to 1998. It was suggested that they
could be sold or auctioned off, first to club members
and then to the general public, with proceeds going
to the club or to the Alaska Museum of Natural
History in Mountain View. (No motion was required,
since the items for auction were originally donated
and no expense was involved.)

Anita Williams mentioned her March 17th to 18th
Juneau trip and suggested the possibility of visiting
the mineral museum, mines and other interesting
sights.
The question was raised whether the Kodiak Island
trip could be regarded as “kid friendly”. Trip leaders
Andre and Sheila Macias saw no problem with this.
It was also stated that trip dates could be shifted
around a bit to get the best airfares.

NEW BUSINESS
Member Katch Bacheller, director of the Alaska
Museum of Natural History, suggested that the
-4-
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Door prizes were awarded, and then there was a
break.

museum might be an alternate meeting site for the
club. This matter would need further discussion.
The current cost of using the church for two
meetings per month was $120 per month, whereas
the museum would provide meeting space for free.
Katch also mentioned that the parking at the
museum would be more than adequate.

For the featured presentation, Greg showed the
movie; Shock Waves: 100 Years After the 1906
San Francisco Earthquake. The presentation
described safety protocols developed in response
to the disaster. Included were new methods for
predicting future earthquakes, new engineering
designs for public buildings and transportation
networks, and public earthquake awareness
training and preparedness.
After viewing the presentation on DVD, it was
generously made available by Greg by holding a
special drawing. Nancy Danford was the lucky
winner.

Further discussion regarding the museum brought
up the fact that there was space available for
CGMS displays. However, there was a need for a
display case(s). Andre suggested the club
purchase our own quality display case for that
purpose, and made a motion to that effect, but it
was decided to table the motion until a “case
committee” could be put together to look into the
matter more thoroughly. A permanent case at the
museum would make it easier to maintain a rotating
display.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:40 PM.
Respectfully submitted,
Chris Teutsch, Recording Secretary

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=++=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
All annual memberships expire on February 28th. Please pay your dues as soon as
possible to avoid creating extra work for our membership chairperson. An application
may be found on the last page of this newsletter, or you can go to the club website
(http://chugachgms.org/) to download and print a copy of the application.
REMEMBER TO PAY YOUR DUES FOR 2007!
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=++=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+

the birthing bed have far more gravitation influence
on the newborn than any arrangement of planets.
Gravity decreases as the square of the distance
and so becomes a very tiny force at planetary
distances. Thus, if any faults or volcanoes were to
be triggered by gravitational tugs, it would be the
lunar or solar tides that would do it. You can do the
math:

It’s a Matter of Science
Submitted by Greg Durocher
The following was written in response to those who
write to the USGS inquiring about planetary
alignments causing an increase of seismic activity
on Earth.
The 'planetary influences' on Earth are exceedingly
minimal compared with the moon and sun. The sun
exerts ten thousand times the gravitational
influence of all the planets combined - if you could
line them all up at their closest points - and the
moon exerts over twice the force of the sun! It has
been said that the human bodies arranged around

The gravitational force (in newtons) between bodies
can be calculated with the following formula:
F = ([6.6732 x 10-11 newton-meters2/kg2] x M1 x
M2) / (R2)
M is mass in kg
R is distance between bodies in meters
-5-
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multiply by 109 meters (e.g. Jupiter at its closest is
588.5 x 109 m from Earth)

Mass of planets available at the following:
http://www.nineplanets.org/data1.html
Distance from Earth:
http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/planetfact.html
Scroll down for distance for each planet and

Greg Durocher
USGS Alaska Science Center
Earth Science Information Center – Anchorage

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=++=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+

The Alaska Museum of Natural History
invites you to the opening of its new exhibit "Bone to Stone".
nd
Friday, February 2 from 5:00 to 8:00 pm.
201 North Bragaw, across from the old Brewster’s Store. 274-2400
No RSVP required
Join us for light refreshments and come see Alaska's fossil history!
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=++=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+

scientists Jozsef Garai and Stephen Haggerty of
Florida International University, along with Case
Western Reserve University researchers Sandeep
Rekhi and Mark Chance, claim an extraterrestrial
origin for the unique black diamonds, also called
carbonado diamonds.

Diamonds from Outer Space:
Geologists Discover Origin of Earth's
Mysterious Black Diamonds
National Science Foundation
01/08/07 Press Release
If indeed "a diamond is forever," the most primitive
origins of Earth's so-called black diamonds were in
deep, universal time, geologists have discovered.
Black diamonds came from none other than
interstellar space.

Infrared synchrotron radiation at Brookhaven
National Laboratory was used to discover the
diamonds' source.
"Trace elements critical to an 'ET' origin are
nitrogen and hydrogen," said Haggerty. The
presence of hydrogen in the carbonado diamonds
indicates an origin in a hydrogen-rich interstellar
space, he and colleagues believe.
The term carbonado was coined by the Portuguese
in Brazil in the mid-18th century; it's derived from its
visual similarity to porous charcoal. Black diamonds
are found only in Brazil and the Central African
Republic.
"Conventional diamonds are mined from explosive
volcanic rocks [kimberlites] that transport them from
depths in excess of 100 kilometers to the Earth's
surface in a very short amount of time," said Sonia
Esperanca, program director in the National
Science Foundation's Division of Earth Sciences,
which funded the research. "This process

Black, or carbonado, diamonds, came from outer space,
geologists have discovered.
Credit: Steve Haggerty

In a paper published online on December 20, 2006,
in the journal Astrophysical Journal Letters,
-6-
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since 1900. "But not a single black/carbonado
diamond has been discovered in the world's mining
fields," Haggerty said.

preserves the unique crystal structure that makes
diamonds the hardest natural material known."
From Australia to Siberia, from China to India, the
geological settings of conventional diamonds are
virtually identical, said Haggerty. None of them are
compatible with the formation of black diamonds.

The new data support earlier research by Haggerty
showing that carbonado diamonds formed in stellar
supernovae explosions. Black diamonds were once
the size of asteroids, a kilometer or more in
diameter when they first landed on Earth.

Approximately 600 tons of conventional diamonds
have been mined, traded, polished and adorned

+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=++=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
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Membership Application
CHUGACH GEM AND MINERAL SOCIETY, INC.
P.O. Box 92027, Anchorage, AK 99509-2027
Date __________________ Receipt No. __________________Membership Card No. __________________

 Individual $15
 Family $20

 Lifetime – Individual $150
 Lifetime – Family $200

 New Membership

 Membership Renewal

Last Name

First Name

Spouse’s Name

Mailing Address
Home Phone

 Bulletin Only $10

City
Work Phone

State

Zip

Spouse’s Work Phone

Occupation

Spouse’s Occupation

Would you like to receive the club’s newsletter, the “Pebble Patter,” by e-mail?

Yes or

No

______________________________________________

E-mail address
Release of Liability
In applying for membership in the Chugach Gem & Mineral Society, Inc. (CGMS), each applicant agrees to
abide by the rules adopted by CGMS. The applicant acknowledges that there are risks associated with all
CGMS activities – including but not limited to travel, acts of God, natural and manmade hazards – and agrees
to hold CGMS, its officers, and membership harmless for any injuries sustained while engaged in these
activities.
I have read and understand the Release of Liability.
_____________________________________

_____________________________________

___________________

Printed Name

Signature

Date

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

___________________

Printed Name

Signature

Date

THE CHUGACH GEM & MINERAL SOCIETY MEETINGS ARE HELD AT:
TH
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, 725 WEST 9 AVE., ANCHORAGE, AK

(Enter the church from the rear parking lot.)
– 7:30 p.m. — 2nd Thursday of each month.
– 6:30 p.m. — 4th Thursday of each month.
Bring a hot dish, salad, or dessert (plus serving utensil) to serve at least 5 people.
Also bring your own plate, silverware and drink. Most importantly, bring a rock to show!
BUSINESS MEETING
POTLUCK MEETING
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